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Calling all 3,970,238,390 bros with unique
colors & sizes to join the Luli community!

Get ready for an unforgettable meme
journey together! 
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LULI TOKEN 
WE ARE
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Calling all 3,970,238,390 bros with unique colors & sizes to join the Luli

community! Get ready for an unforgettable meme journey together!

Luli Token is an innovative project that combines the excitement of

cryptocurrency with a mission to create a vibrant and inclusive community. We

believe in embracing uniqueness and celebrating individuality, just like the

diverse colors and sizes of our bros.

Our primary objective is to build a strong and united community where everyone

feels welcome and valued. By joining Luli, you become an integral part of this

mission, bringing your own colors and sizes to create a tapestry of shared

experiences.

Through Luli Token, we aim to create a positive impact beyond the crypto world.

Our community-driven initiatives will focus on giving back and making a

difference in the lives of others. Together, we can harness the power of Luli

Token to support charitable causes, uplift communities, and spread joy.

Join us in this exciting meme journey where laughter, camaraderie, and growth

go hand in hand. Let's show the world the strength of unity and the power of a

diverse community coming together for a common purpose.

Where every bro's unique colors and sizes unite for an extraordinary meme

adventure. Together, we create something truly special.

ABOUT LULI TOKEN 
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To make Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency accessible by the

masses, even if the majority don’t know how it works

To ensure users own personal data, which will significantly reduce the

current data leaks via ccentralized financial systems

Operate as a community-focused and community-driven digital asset, fully

decentralized in every sense of the word.

To create an ecosystem where different solutions can emerge from a social

perspective, including collaborative applications.

Our mission is to: 

This white paper describes a decentralized $Luli (stackable) smart contract

address-based token in a reader-friendly manner that is reshaping the entire

ecology where users may trade digitally from anywhere in the globe for a cheap

transaction cost that is almost free, allowing for a very liberating, strategic, low-

risk, and frictionless trading experience in a fully decentralized manner.

LULI TOKEN WITH A DISTINCTIVE MISSION!
At Luli Token, our mission is to unite a diverse community of bros with unique colors and

sizes, creating a vibrant and inclusive space where everyone feels valued and

celebrated. Through our meme journey, we aim to bring joy, laughter, and a sense of

belonging to each member. We believe in the power of unity and the strength that

comes from embracing our individuality. 

Additionally, we are passionate about making a positive impact beyond the crypto world.

Together, we create something truly special as we forge connections, inspire change,

and build a community that embraces the true spirit of Luli Token.
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Create a MetaMask Wallet using either a
desktop computer or an iOS/Android mobile
device.

 

HOW TO BUY Luli Token?

You can buy from decentralized pancake swap

YOU NEED THE METAMASK WALLET!

STEPS TO FOLLOW!
CREATE A METAMASK WALLET

SEND ETH TO YOUR WALLET
 Transfer ETH to your MetaMask or Trust

wallet from exchanges like Binance, Bitmart,
Coinbase, Gate, etc.

CONNECT YOUR WALLET TO PANCAKE SWAP
 Connect your wallet to Pancake swap by

clicking ‘Connect wallet’ and selecting
MetaMask.

Buy your Tokens now!
You can start swapping as soon as you have
BNB available. Press ‘Select a Token’ and
enter $Luli contract.

BUY NOW BY VISITING US: https://Lulitoken.com/
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Transparency, authentication, ownership, provenance, copyright, and forgery have all been
issues in the crypto industry for a long time. Moreover, the industry has historically been
restricted to the elite who can manage to invest millions of dollars in a single piece of the
crypto and assets industry. On the other hand, it is unquestionably intended to be enjoyed by
everyone, and it can transcend all social and economic barriers.

 
Fortunately, with our designed ecosystem, the obstacles outlined above are nearly resolved.
And, as of today, the crypto and blockchain industry has created and effectively deployed
amazing and sophisticated assets. We are ready for the transformation in the way Luli Token
is purchased, marketed, sponsored, loved, and even made.

LULI TOKEN ECOSYSTEM!

TRUE 
OWNERSHIP

AUTHENTICITY

COPYRIGHT
ASSET

ENHANCE 
TRANSPARENCY
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Each transaction will be equipped with a unique key that ensures the ecosystem's security.

Peer to Peer Exchange

Institutions can be tagged as verified
and will only have access to the just

the specific personal data they need -
not more. 

Personal, sensitive user data is
protected at all times.

The public chain over proof of stake

allows users to see transparently

when and from whom their personal

data was requested from the non-

public side chain.

Users have complete sovereignty over
their data. Institutions can be verified to

access information but the access is only
granted if the user has approved the data
as read-only. This enables unprecedented

levels of control over own data.

Verified

Protection

Control

Transparency
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Tokenomics

Token information

Name: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Luli

Symbol:----------------------------------------------------------------------------- $luli

Max Total Supply:-------------------------------------------------------3,970,238,390

Tax:------------------------------------------------------------------- Buy 0% – Sell 0%

Type: --------------------------------------------------------------------------BNB chain

Contract: 0x77EE497cF17B56F54fdA1073c75f588E19e75Ce2

Project development
36%

Founders and staff
18%

Pre-Sale
10%

Listing
10%

Staking
10%

Marketing
6%

Private Sale
5%

Liquidity
2%

Charity
1%

COIN DISTRIBUTION
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ROADMAP

Q1 2023

Q2 2023

Launch
CMC + CoinGecko Listings
Get $luli trending on Twitter
AMAs and Spaces
Token-gated Communities
Community Partnerships
Stage 1 CEX Listings

Stage 2 CEX Listings
$50k luli content creator competiton
Expand Product Offerings
100K + Holders 
More to come....

$luli is a meme coin with no intrinsic value or expectation of financial
return. There is no formal team or roadmap. the coin is for entertainment

purposes only.
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Limitation of liability

For any loss or harm originating from the use of this website's material, including written

material, links to third-party sites, and data such as quotes and charts as well as

buy/sell signals. Luli Token will not be held responsible for any damages. Understand

the risks and costs associated with trading assets on the financial market (digital or

otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one of the riskiest investment choices available to

investors. Chances are you'll lose everything you've invested.

No Advice: 

Nobody is obligated by this white paper to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable

commitment to donate. There is no advice in this white paper, and it cannot be used to

sell or solicit Trillions' purchase of our token, nor can it be used to construct a contract

or make an investment decision.

Investment risks:

Because of the high level of risk, cryptocurrency trading is unsuitable for all investors.

Before trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, you should

carefully examine your investment goals, level of experience, and risk appetite.

We are confident that the material in this white paper is correct and current, and that all

products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and corporate schedules

are correct and current.

it is important that you carefully read this legal disclaimer section. If you have any

doubts, seek legal, financial, tax, or other competent law professionals' guidance. All of

the information shown here is not intended to be exhaustive, and it should never be

construed as part of any formal agreement.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
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THANK YOU  BY

Subscribe Now to Get the Latest News and Updates

https://lulitoken.com/

TEAM
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